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moscow's retreat from africa - taylor & francis - moscow's retreat from africa margot light soviet policymakers knew that the costs of further involvement in africa were too high long before gorbachev came to
power. the 'best years' of stalin's church policy (1942-1948) in ... - the 'best years' of stalin's church
policy (1942-1948) in the light of archival documents* dimitry pospielovsky the general information in this
paper has been common knowledge for students of soviet church-state relations for some time. its contribution
to the field lies in details found in formerly unavailable archival documents which in some cases correct earlier
understandings, present ... gorbachev and soviet policy in the third world - scrutinize it under the light of
the history of soviet foreign policy. thus i begin this paper with a look at the growth of soviet foreign policy
since the mid-1950s, noting the many third world gains the soviets have made. with these in mind, i next
assess the changes themselves that gorbachev, apparently disillusioned with military power, has initiated in
soviet military and foreign policy ... the tito–stalin split: a reassessment in light of new evidence yugoslavia’s status as the ªrst victim of moscow’s policy of gleichschaltung in the socialist camp cannot be
ascribed to a long-term soviet plan or a particu- lar animosity on stalin’s part toward the belgrade leaders.
molotov and the moscow conference, october 1943 - of the most infamous episodes in the foreign policy
of the ussr: the nazi-soviet pact, the dismemberment of poland, the take-over of the baltic states and the
creation of the soviet satellite empire in eastern europe after 1945. russian foreign policy in light of
changing balances in ... - russian foreign policy in light of changing balances in the middle east if turkey is
able to regain the influence she once enjoyed during the period of the ottoman empire, this would have
negative consequences for moscow and tehran in the middle east. russia pursues a policy of balancing in the
middle east. in the course of the 2000s, russia has been trying to weaken ties between turkey and ... gdr and
soviet-bloc policy towards india, 1971-1989 - general “economization” of soviet foreign policy was to
apply to moscow’s economic relations with asia, africa, and latin america as well: then, “apart from political
advantages”, moscow expected countable “economic benefits” from its international commitments. bush
gives green light for moscow’s bloody crackdown - patrols in soviet cities. implementation of that decree
began on feb. 1 in various areas of the u.s.s.r. soon thereafter, on feb. 4, gorbachov signed a decree promoting
pugo from the enigma of soviet strategic policy - the enigma of soviet strategic policy by jack snyder
analyzing soviet strategic arms policy is something like taking a rorschach test. the process reveals more
about the predispositions and biases of the analyst than about russian intentions. why is the interpretation of
soviet strategic arms policy so difficult? can it be made less so? and if not, how should american policy function
in light ... article “never a dull moment”: the moscow ambassadorship ... - soviet relations and because
of the need to interpret soviet policy in crisis situations. the research contributes to the literature of diplomatic
representation as well as of anglo-soviet relations during the cold war. it is fair to say that cold war relations
between britain and the soviet union were of limited substance, due to the ideological differences and to the
close british ... soviet policy towards anti-colonial and anti-racist ... - chapter iv soviet policy towards
anti-colonial and anti-racist movements in zimbabwe and namibia soviet union had supported the rhodesian
liberation the eu’s eastern policy in light of the georgian conflict ... - the eu’s eastern policy in light of
the georgian conflict and the gas war abstract the eu is seeking to develop its relations with former ex-soviet
republics at a german uniﬁcation from the soviet (russian) perspective - rationales that guided soviet
policy and especially soviet leader mikhail gorbachev. zelikow and rice’s essay sheds light on the soviet
perspective, which they analyze in greater depth in their book, germany reuniﬁed and europe transformed: a
study in statecraft.1 relying on records stored at the gorbachev archive in moscow, including transcripts of
conversations that gorbachev had with ... the soviet decision for a pact with nazi germany geoffrey ... the soviet-nazi pact 59 to watt's objections to the molotov hypothesis can be added the criticism that it
involves a fundamental misinterpretation of soviet policy towards germany in
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